WE URGENTLY NEED THE
TECHNOLOGY TO HELP
UKRAINIAN STUDENTS
CONTINUE THEIR
EDUCATION
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The war in Ukraine has and continues to create a humanitarian crisis and displace more Ukrainian
citizens on a daily basis, leaving their homes, loved ones, schools, colleges and universities behind.
Whilst many have remained in Ukraine, others have fled to neighbouring countries such as Moldova.
The Ukrainian Government has worked hard to ensure that teaching can continue remotely. However
as many people are only able to take bare essentials with them, they lack the vital ICT equipment
needed to continue their important education that will work towards rebuilding Ukraine.
As a charity MAD-aid have been directly supporting the humanitarian mission both in Moldova and
directly into Ukraine from our Phoenix Complex, located in Rîșcani, northern Moldova close to the
Ukrainian border, proving much needed aid for Ukrainian Refugees. We urgently need ICT equipment
of all types to support this crisis and the displaced students, and ask for your support.
Since the crisis started we have sent 12 artic-lorries of aid into Moldova and Ukraine, aid that has
been directly distributed by us to every single centre looking after Ukrainian displaced people in
Moldova, and also into Ukraine to support aid efforts there. The first of these lorries entering the
country only eight days after the Russian invasion of Ukraine.
With operational centres already established in the country we have been better placed to respond
more swiftly and effectively than many other aid organisations. We also understand the need on the
ground such as this, whereas many charities and aid organisations second guess what is required
and ship low priority items or items that cannot be supported by infrastructure and simply go to waste.
This combined with our established logistics between the UK, Moldova and onto Ukraine has enabled
us to deliver what is needed, when it is needed, to where it is needed.
I ask for your support in providing much needed ICT Equipment to the displaced students and
teachers of Ukraine and would welcome the opportunity to discuss this with you urgently. Any and
all ICT equipment is valuable and will work to reflect your support for the students and teachers of
Ukraine. I can be contacted directly on 07426 594664 and by email to victoria@mad-aid.org.uk you
can also see more about MAD-aid at: https://www.mad-aid.org.uk/
Many Thanks,

Victoria Dunford, BEM
Founder and CEO of MAD-Aid
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